The In Vitro Pharmacological Profile of Drugs as a Proxy Indicator of Potential In Vivo Organ Toxicities.
The potential of a drug to cause certain organ toxicities is somehow implicitly contained in its full pharmacological profile, provided the drug reaches and accumulates at the various organs where the different interacting proteins in its profile, both targets and off-targets, are expressed. Under this assumption, a computational approach was implemented to obtain a projected anatomical profile of a drug from its in vitro pharmacological profile linked to protein expression data across 47 organs. It was observed that the anatomical profiles obtained when using only the known primary targets of the drugs reflected roughly the intended organ targets. However, when both known and predicted secondary pharmacology was considered, the projected anatomical profiles of the drugs were able to clearly highlight potential organ off-targets. Accordingly, when applied to sets of drugs known to cause cardiotoxicity and hepatotoxicity, the approach is able to identify heart and liver, respectively, as the organs where the proteins in the pharmacological profile of the corresponding drugs are specifically expressed. When applied to a set of drugs linked to a risk of Torsades de Pointes, heart is again the organ clearly standing out from the rest and a potential protein profile hazard is proposed. The approach can be used as a proxy indicator of potential in vivo organ toxicities.